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A multidisciplinary approach applicable to all levels, ages, 
and genres

Safe Dance Practice, written by authors with nearly 60 years of 
collective experience in the dance profession as creative artists, 
teachers and researchers, offers guidelines on implementing 
principles that will maximize physical and mental well-being 
without compromising creativity and expression in practice, 
informing and supporting dance practitioners in an ever-growing 
pool of styles and genres. These recommendations are applicable 
not only to dancers and dance educators but also to choreographers, 
rehearsal and company directors and studio managers.

The authors take a multi-disciplinary approach to the 
components of safety and best practices. They not only examine 
the immediate variables associated with injury occurrence but 
also delve into contributing factors, such as nutrition, alignment, 
rest and recovery and supplementary fitness and conditioning. 
They also help readers apply safety guidelines and principles to 
dancers of various ages, standards and physical abilities.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-9645-2
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-1343-8

NEW!

Connecting dance science and pedagogy in one 
groundbreaking resource

As dance training evolves and becomes more complex, knowledge 
of motor behavior is foundational in helping dancers learn and 
master new skills. The groundbreaking Motor Learning and 
Control for Dance is the first resource to blend dance science, 
somatic practices, and pedagogy and address established 
motor learning theory from a dance perspective. Educators and 
students preparing to teach will learn practical ways to integrate 
dance science into pedagogy in a variety of settings to prepare 
dancers for performance. 

Motor Learning and Control for Dance showcases principles 
and practices for students, artists, and teachers in language 
accessible even to those with no science background. The 
text offers a perspective on movement education not found in 
traditional dance training while adding to a palette of tools and 
strategies for improving instruction and performance. Aspiring 
dancers and instructors will explore how to develop motor skills, 
how to control movement on all levels, and—most important—
how motor skills are best taught and learned.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-5741-5
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-1358-2

NEW!

HE-2
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Help dancers develop psychological strength to maximize 
their performance

The dance world is fi lled with technique books, which certainly serve 
an important role in helping dancers improve their performance. 
But the market has been conspicuously void of instruction on a 
vital aspect of dance performance: the mental aspect. Dance 
Psychology for Artistic and Performance Excellence will help dancers 
develop psychological strength to maximize their performance. 
The book covers all the mental aspects of dance performance and 
offers practical exercises that will make dancers’ minds their most 
powerful tools. 

Dancers will build a strong foundation for performance by employing 
the dance-specifi c psychological strategies. The individualized 
program will help dancers reach their potential in artistry and 
excellence in school, the dance profession, and dance-related 
careers. The book comes with a companion web resource containing 
32 worksheets that will help dancers grow mentally through 
refl ection and self-examination. Dancers will be able to use these 
tools to refi ne their technique and overcome performance challenges.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-3021-0
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-1251-6

NEW!

Connecting scholarly, community-based projects to 
academic requirements

Public Scholarship in Dance provides examples of what others 
have done and suggestions for ways dance educators can evaluate 
their own projects or work for scholarship. Complete with research, 
teaching, performance, assessments, and dissemination tools, it is 
a total package that supports dance educators in their professional 
development through public scholarship and community 
engagement. 

Author Lynnette Young Overby combines Kolb’s experiential 
education model with her three decades of experience as a dance 
educator to show how dance can be public scholarship as teaching, 
choreography, research, and service. Throughout the text, she 
shares examples of well-known dance educators who use the 
methodology to create community dance in a range of settings, 
including nursing homes, schools, community arts organizations, 
and underserved groups in the community.

Public Scholarship in Dance will inspire budding and experienced 
dance educators and arm them with the necessary tools to 
incorporate community engagement into their lives to positively 
affect students, their community, and their professional portfolios.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-2438-7
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-1782-5

NEW!

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/DancePsychologyForArtisticAndPerformanceExcellence1E.
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INTERACTIVE DANCE SERIES

HE-4

ANCILLARIES
Complete information 

available online at 
www.HumanKinetics.com/

BeginningTapDance.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-1198-1
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-5091-1

ANCILLARIES
Complete information 

available online at 
www.HumanKinetics.com/

BeginningBallet.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-0249-1
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-5001-0

ANCILLARIES
Complete information 

available online at 
www.HumanKinetics.com/

BeginningModernDance.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-0517-1
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-6606-6

To dance in a musical theatre production, you need to know how the 
world of musical theatre works; expectations you must meet; and 
how to audition, rehearse, perform, and care for yourself. Beginning 
Musical Theatre Dance provides essential support—from the 
classroom to the stage.

The text introduces students to basic dance techniques from a variety 
of genres, forms, and styles and details how to put these techniques 
into practice for performance. It also presents the history of musical 
theatre dance, including signi� cant artists, works, and styles. Part of 
Human Kinetics’ Interactive Dance Series, Beginning Musical Theatre 
Dance is for students enrolled in their � rst dance course.

The text contains photos and descriptions of basic warm-up 
exercises, center work, steps, techniques, partnering, and lifts. For 
those new to musical theatre dance, this text provides an orientation 
to the structure of a musical theatre dance class and includes 
information on meeting class expectations, dressing appropriately, 
preparing mentally and physically, maintaining proper nutrition and 
hydration, and avoiding injury.

Learn and perform beginning musical 
theatre dance

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/BeginningMusicalTheatreDance.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4925-0289-0
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-2070-2

Available 
December 

2015!

Human Kinetics’ Interactive Dance Series includes Beginning Tap Dance, Beginning Ballet, Beginning Modern 
Dance, and coming soon Beginning Jazz Dance and Beginning Musical Theatre Dance. These titles are the 
traditional dance courses taught through dance, physical education, and fi ne arts departments for general 
education students, dance majors, and minors. All titles have a companion web resource full of photos and 
video clips showing basic dance technique.
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Provide students with a fundamental understanding of music and 
how it applies to dance performance, composition, and teaching

Music Fundamentals for Dance is a text for student dancers, 
choreographers, and dance educators written by an experienced 
educator and choreographer. It presents foundational knowledge 
of the elements of music and describes their application to dance 
performance, choreography, and teaching. The text includes a 
web resource offering exercises, activities, projects, downloadable 
examples of music, and web links that provide a range of active 
learning experiences.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-9652-2
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-3269-6

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/MusicFundamentalsForDance.

Beginning Jazz Dance is the ideal resource for learning the basics of 
jazz dance technique. Complete with a web resource that offers 55 
technique photos and 125 video clips showing basic technique, this 
text contains everything required for appreciating, learning, and 
performing basic jazz dance techniques.

The web resource also contains assignments, worksheets, and 
interactive chapter quizzes.

Through the text, you will learn these aspects of jazz dance:

• The core concepts of jazz dance, the value of studying jazz 
dance, and class expectations

• Tips on injury prevention, nutrition guidelines, and basic 
anatomy and kinesiology as applied to movement in jazz dance

• Basic body alignment and positions used in jazz dance
• Jazz walks, kicks, turns, leaps, and � oor work
• The history, artists, signi� cant works, styles, and aesthetics 

of the genre to help you understand dance as a performing art

The perfect introduction to learning basic jazz dance 
techniques

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-6894-7
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-2423-6

Beginning Jazz Dance provides the context, background information, and basic instruction you need so you 
can appreciate the art form and become a more knowledgeable artist. Beginning Jazz Dance is ideal for 
dance majors, minors, and general education students enrolled in beginning jazz dance technique courses. 
It is also suitable for students in performing arts and magnet schools and high school dance programs. It is 
also ideal as a comprehensive guide for more advanced students and jazz dance enthusiasts.

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at

www.HumanKinetics.com/BeginningJazzDance.

Available 
November 

2015!

INTERACTIVE DANCE SERIES
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Second Edition retains its scientifi c perspective while 
off ering greater accessibility to a wider audience

The narrowed scope of Dance Anatomy and Kinesiology, 
Second Edition, makes the content easier to cover in a single 
undergraduate course, and the text includes strength and fl exibility 
exercises to improve body alignment and dance technique and 
to help prevent common injuries. The book comes with a suite 
of online ancillaries, including an instructor guide, presentation 
package, and student web resource featuring 20 video clips that 
demonstrate technique and correction guidelines.

The book delves into key anatomical and kinesiological 
concepts and examines various regions of the body with special 
considerations for dance. With its solid grounding in the sciences, 
along with the art and accessible text, the second edition of Dance 
Anatomy and Kinesiology will help teachers become more effective 
and empower dancers to realize their potential and artistic vision.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-6928-9
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-1245-5

New Edition 
available 
January 

2016!

Helping students navigate dance on campus and after 
graduation

Studying Dance: A Guide for Campus and Beyond will help 
students navigate the fi rst year of a college dance program 
and prepare for a variety of dance careers. What sets this text 
apart is its coverage of dance as an academic subject. The 
resource presents 15 chapters that address studying dance as a 
multifaceted academic discipline, dance on campus, and planning 
a future in dance. Using this book as a guide, students will gain 
strategies for academic success, a survey of the larger fi eld of 
dance, and an awareness of the expectations of studying dance as 
an academic discipline.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-3716-5
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4925-0322-4

NEW!

ANCILLARIES
Complete information 

available online at 
www.HumanKinetics.com/

DanceAnatomyAndKinesiology2E.
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Understand the components and benefits of children’s dance
Teaching Children Dance, Third Edition, assists both student learners 
and practitioners in understanding the components and benefits of 
children’s dance and in developing the skills required for enhancing 
or initiating dance as part of a physical education or arts education 
curriculum. A comprehensive text for both students and practitioners 
in elementary methods courses, Teaching Children Dance, offers a 
framework for presenting creative dance lessons to elementary-aged 
children in a variety of settings.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-0253-8

Understand and incorporate the aesthetic foundations of 
educational dance in grades K-12

Teaching Dance as Art in Education fosters an understanding of 
dance as arts education and defines the dance specialist’s roles 
and responsibilities, including how the national arts initiatives 
and student-centered inquiry affect the teaching of dance. It 
explains how to advance student growth in the areas most critical to 
teaching dance: the physical, mental, artistic, and social. Content is 
delineated through four cornerstones of dance as art in education. 
These cornerstones are subsequently integrated into the K-12 Dance 
Cornerstone Curriculum Framework, which enables dance specialists 
to develop substantive and sequential dance experiences for 
students as they progress from kindergarten through grade 12.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5188-0

Help aspiring dance educators acquire the skills that will make 
them successful

Dance Teaching Methods and Curriculum Design has everything 
aspiring dance educators need to teach a class, develop a unit, 
and set up an entire dance program. Readers will learn not only 
the appropriate methods and strategies for teaching dance in 
educational settings but also the appropriate circumstances in 
which to use them. They’ll learn how to create learning experiences, 
lesson plans, unit plans, and finally a curriculum. The book contains 
step-by-step instructions for teaching dance to students in preschool 
to college settings, plus sample units for 10 different dance forms 
divided into four categories. Dance Teaching Methods and Curriculum 
Design provides a sound foundation in the art and science of dance 
pedagogy–for those who seek a rewarding career in teaching dance.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-0240-0
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Provide an in-depth look at dance from the dawn of time 
through the 20th century

Using an investigative approach, History of Dance: An Interactive 
Arts Approach presents the who, what, when, where, why, and how 
of dance history in relation to other arts and to historical, political, 
and social events. In so doing, this text provides a number of ways 
to create, perceive, and respond to the history of dance through 
integrated arts and technology. This study of dancers, dances, and 
dance works within an interactive arts, culture, and technology 
environment is supported by the National Standards in dance, arts 
education, social studies, and technology education.

History of Dance: An Interactive Arts Approach includes the 
following features:

• Chapter outlines that present topics covered in each 
historical chapter

• An opening scenario sets the scene and introduces each 
time period

• Explorations of dancers, choreographers, and other 
personalities

• Explorations of the dances and signifi cant choreography 
and dance literature of each time period

• History Highlights, providing unusual facts, events, and 
details to bring history to life 

• History Trivia boxes containing insights into how dance 
relates to the history, art, and society of the time period

• Web addresses to encourage further exploration 
• A Developing a Deeper Perspective section that encourages 

students to use visual or aesthetic scanning, learn and 
perform period dances, observe and write performance 
reports, develop research projects and WebQuests (Internet-
based research projects), and participate in other learning 
activities 

• Vocabulary terms at the end of each chapter

History of Dance is an indispensable text for dance students who 
want to learn the history of dance and its relationship to other arts 
of the times using today’s interactive technology.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-6035-6

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/HistoryofDance.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-7610-4
E-Book: ISBN 978-0-7360-8594-6

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5532-1

Also see...
Creative Dance for All Ages, 

Second Edition ...... page K12-6
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Your illustrated guide to strength, fl exibility, and effi  ciency 
of movement

Dance Anatomy gives dancers and those who want to move like 
dancers a stunning visual perspective on the proper development 
of muscles, allowing readers to move with more grace and 
power while avoiding injuries. Over 200 four-color anatomical 
illustrations that highlight major muscles in action are the focal 
point of Dance Anatomy. The illustrations feature step-by-step 
instructions that convey the perfect posture and form for 82 
exercises. Also, Dance Focus sections show and describe how these 
exercises will lead to better dance execution and performance.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-8193-1
E-Book: ISBN 978-0-7360-8628-8

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-4156-0 Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5567-3 ISBN 978-0-7360-9657-7
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Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-0214-9
E-Book: ISBN 978-1-4504-1176-9

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-6476-7

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-7619-7
E-Book: ISBN 978-0-7360-8595-3

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-9507-5

HE-10

The power of imagery to improve alignment, balance, strength, 
and flexibility

Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery, Second Edition, expands on the 
classic text and reference written by Eric Franklin, an internationally 
renowned teacher, dancer, and choreographer who has been sharing his 
imagery techniques for 25 years. This expanded new edition includes 
more than 600 imagery exercises along with nearly 500 illustrations 
to help you visualize the exercises and use them in various contexts, 
and updated chapters throughout the book, including new material on 
integrated dynamic alignment exercises and dynamic alignment and 
imagery. Dynamic imagery exercises set to music are available on the 
book’s product page in audio format.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-6789-8
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-2340-3

Provide students with a deep understanding of how they can 
use imagery to improve artistry in dance

The updated second edition of Dance Imagery for Technique and 
Performance offers two new chapters, 294 new exercises, 133 new 
illustrations, and four exercises taught by Franklin that are available 
on Human Kinetics’ website. The text uses exercises to help readers 
investigate new inner landscapes to create and communicate various 
movement qualities, presents guidelines for applying imagery in the dance 
class repertoire, and helps dancers expand their expressive technique and 
performance across ballet, modern, and contemporary dance.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-6788-1
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-6167-2
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The standard in the fi eld of yoga updated to help you meet 
the needs of diverse students

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-8465-7
E-Book: ISBN 978-1-4925-2434-2

Most acclaimed, comprehensive guide is now updated, expanded, 
and better than ever
Covering mat work and apparatus, Pilates, Second Edition, is the most 
respected and comprehensive guide available. Exercises include photo 
sequences, level of diffi culty ratings, recommended resistance ranges, 
and instructions and reasons for performing the movements. Many 
exercises include variations for increasing or decreasing the challenge.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-3416-4
E-Book: ISBN 978-1-4504-7368-2

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-6203-9
E-Book: ISBN 978-0-7360-8217-4

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-8386-7
E-Book: ISBN 978-0-7360-9227-2

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-7016-4

YOGA/PILATES

New Edition 
available 
December 

2015!

New features:
• Updated verbal and visual cues
• Sample children’s and prenatal classes
• 75 new instructional video clips
• New online teacher resource

ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/InstructingHathaYoga.
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/InstructingHathaYoga.

Become a confi dent yoga instructor able to meet the varying 
needs of all your students. Instructing Hatha Yoga, Second 
Edition, is your complete guide to hatha yoga instruction and the 
qualities and knowledge you need for teaching yoga safely and 
effectively to anyone. Featuring detailed instructions on teaching 
68 yoga poses and more than 200 photos showing the postures, 
the latest edition includes updated poses and verbal cues, 
sample specialty classes for children and pregnant women, and 
a web resource with printable materials. Learn cues you can use 
to bring students into alignment and deeper mental focus and 
make proper adjustments. 
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Kari Testory
KariT@hkusa.com
AZ, CA

Neil Hollwedel
NeilH@hkusa.com
CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, NY, 
PA, RI, VT

Dan Stebel
DanS@hkusa.com
CO, KS, LA, NM, OK, TX

Merry Blakey
MerryB@hkusa.com
IN, KY, MI, OH, UT

• BY PHONE •
In the U.S., 1-800-747-4457, Monday - Friday, 7 am to 7 pm CST
In Canada, 1-800-465-7301, Monday - Friday, 8 am to 5 pm EST

Calls outside the U.S. and Canada, 1-217-351-5076 (not a toll-free call) 

 • VISIT OUR WEBSITE •
www.HumanKinetics.com

 • EXAM COPY POLICY •
Human Kinetics is pleased to provide qualifi ed college faculty with an exam copy 
if the text requested is being considered for course adoption. Please complete the 

exam copy request form online at www.HumanKinetics.com/Higher-Education. 
All exam copies are sent at the discretion of your sales representative. 

All prices are subject to change. Prepayment with credit card (MC, Visa, AMEX*) is required for all personal orders placed online or by 
phone. No currency or COD. Orders placed to the U.S. must be paid in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Return policy: If not completely 
satisfi ed with your purchase, return it within 30 days of purchase in saleable condition, and your money will be refunded except for 
shipping and handling. Sorry, we do not accept returns on online products, opened software, videos, CD-ROMs, or DVDs.  *AMEX Not 
available for use in Canada.

Bill Dobrik
BillD@hkusa.com
AL, FL, GA, SC

Shelby Strang
ShelbyS@hkusa.com
AK, HI, ID, MS, MT, ND, 
NE, NV, OR, SD, WA, 
WY, AS*, GU*, PR*, VI*
*Denotes American Territories

Brad Hauser
BradH@hkusa.com
DC, DE, MD, NC, TN, 
VA, WV

Curtis Owen
CurtisO@hkusa.com
AR, IA, IL, MN, MO, WI

HERE’S HOW TO ORDER!

Contact Your Sales Representative
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Composition and Choreography
Building Dances, 2nd Edition .........................K12-5
Choreography, 3rd Edition ..............................HE-10
Choreographing From Within ..........................HE-10
Dance Composition Basics ...............................HE-8
Music Fundamentals for Dance ........................HE-5

Dance Science
Conditioning for Dance.....................................HE-9
Dance Anatomy ................................................HE-9
Dance Anatomy and Kinesiology, 2nd Edition ...HE-6
Dance Psychology for Artistic and Performance 

Excellence ................................................HE-3
Experiential Anatomy in Dance Technique  

DVD ..........................................................HE-9
Motor Learning and Control for Dance ..............HE-2
Preventing Dance Injuries ................................HE-9
Safe Dance Practice .........................................HE-2

Education and Pedagogy
Complete Guide to Primary Dance ..................K12-4
Creative Dance for All Ages, 2nd Edition ........K12-6
Dance and 21st Century Skills Poster.............K12-3
Dance and the Athlete Poster .........................K12-2
Dance Improvisations.....................................HE-10
Dance Integration...........................................K12-5
Dance Teaching Methods and Curriculum  

Design ......................................................HE-7
Dance Units for Middle School........................K12-5
Discovering Dance..........................................K12-2
Experiencing Dance, 2nd Edition ....................K12-3
Exploring Dance Forms and Styles..................K12-4
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Standards ..............................................K12-6
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Public Scholarship in Dance.............................HE-3
Rhythmic Activities and Dance, 2nd Edition...K12-5
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Writing About Dance.........................................HE-8
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Beginning Ballet ..............................................HE-4
Beginning Jazz Dance.......................................HE-5
Beginning Modern Dance .................................HE-4
Beginning Musical Theatre Dance ....................HE-4
Beginning Tap Dance .......................................HE-4
Mexican Folkloric Dance DVD with  

Music CD ................................................K12-4
Social Dance, 3rd Edition ...............................HE-10
Traditional Barn Dances With Calls &  

Fiddling ..................................................K12-5

Interdisciplinary Resources
Dance Integration...........................................K12-5
Interdisciplinary Learning Through Dance ......K12-4
Lesson Plans for Creative Dance ....................K12-5
Rhythmic Activities and Dance, 2nd Edition...K12-5

Multimedia
Dance Units for Middle School........................K12-5
Experiential Anatomy in Dance Technique  

DVD ..........................................................HE-9
Mexican Folkloric Dance DVD with  

Music CD ................................................K12-4

Student Textbooks
Beginning Ballet ..............................................HE-4
Beginning Jazz Dance.......................................HE-5
Beginning Modern Dance .................................HE-4
Beginning Musical Theatre Dance ....................HE-4
Beginning Tap Dance .......................................HE-4
Choreography, 3rd Edition ..............................HE-10
Choreographing From Within ..........................HE-10
Dance Anatomy ................................................HE-9
Dance Anatomy and Kinesiology, 2nd Edition ...HE-6
Dance Composition Basics ...............................HE-8
Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance,  

2nd Edition ............................................HE-10
Dance Psychology for Artistic and Performance 

Excellence ................................................HE-3
Dance Teaching Methods and Curriculum  

Design ......................................................HE-7
Discovering Dance..........................................K12-2
Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery,  

2nd Edition ............................................HE-10
Experiencing Dance, 2nd Edition ....................K12-3
History of Dance ...............................................HE-8
Motor Learning and Control for Dance ..............HE-2
Music Fundamentals for Dance ........................HE-5
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Safe Dance Practice .........................................HE-2
Social Dance, 3rd Edition ...............................HE-10
Studying Dance ................................................HE-6
Teaching Children Dance, 3rd Edition ..............HE-7
Teaching Dance as Art in Education .................HE-7
Writing About Dance.........................................HE-8

Technique and Performance
Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance,  

2nd Edition ............................................HE-10
Dance Psychology for Artistic and Performance 

Excellence ................................................HE-3
Dynamic Alignment Through Imagery,  

2nd Edition ............................................HE-10

Yoga and Pilates
Hatha Yoga Illustrated ...................................HE-11
Instructing Hatha Yoga, 2nd Edition ..............HE-11
Pilates, 2nd Edition ........................................HE-11
Pilates Anatomy .............................................HE-11
Teaching Yoga for Life ....................................HE-11
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Join HK Rewards Today!
1. Register with our website at www.HumanKinetics.com/

Rewards.
Already registered? Sign in and skip to step 2.

2. Choose any of our free newsletters.

3. Click the ‘Subscribe & Join HK Rewards’ button and 
enjoy your discounts and special offers!

• BY PHONE •
In the U.S., 1-800-747-4457, Monday - Friday, 7 am to 7 pm CST
In Canada, 1-800-465-7301, Monday - Friday, 8 am to 5 pm EST

Calls outside the U.S. and Canada, 1-217-351-5076 (not a toll-free call) 

 • VISIT OUR WEBSITE •
www.HumanKinetics.com

Special Discounts for Large School and School District Purchases
If you’re interested in purchasing Human Kinetics’ products in quantity, contact your K-12 sales 
representative by calling toll-free 1-855-HPERD-HK or email k12sales@hkusa.com.

All prices are subject to change. Prepayment with credit card (MC, Visa, AMEX*) is required for all personal orders placed online or by 
phone. No currency or COD. Orders placed to the U.S. must be paid in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Return policy: If not completely 
satisfi ed with your purchase, return it within 30 days of purchase in saleable condition, and your money will be refunded except for 
shipping and handling. Sorry, we do not accept returns on online products, opened software, videos, CD-ROMs, or DVDs.  *AMEX Not 
available for use in Canada.

HERE’S HOW TO ORDER!

Contact Your Sales Representative



Your guide to teaching creative dance for all ages

Creative Dance for All Ages has a long history of providing 
a dance curriculum to teachers and students preparing to 
teach conceptual creative dance. Internationally recognized 
master teacher and author Anne Green Gilbert demystifi es 
expectations when teaching creative dance and provides the 
essential theory, methods, and lesson ideas. This one-stop 
resource offers everything you need for success, including 
a creative dance curriculum, lesson plans, instructional 
strategies, assessment, and other forms. It’s like having a 
seasoned dance teacher at your side offering inspiration 
and guidance all year long.  

New features of Creative Dance for All Ages, Second 
Edition, include an easy-to-navigate format,  content 
refl ective of changes in the fi eld of dance education, 40 
brain-compatible and age-appropriate lesson plans, 5 
downloadable video clips demonstrating the lesson plans 
and teaching strategies, suggestions for modifying lessons 
to include students of all abilities, and 8 assessment forms 
and curriculum planning templates. 
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SHAPE AMERICA DANCE RESOURCES

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-8094-9
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-8120-5

NEW!

For more SHAPE America dance titles visit: 
www.HumanKinetics.com/SHAPEAmerica.
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ANCILLARIES
Complete information available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/CreativeDanceForAllAges.

You’ll also fi nd the same conceptual approach to teaching dance used in the fi rst edition, a week-by-week 
sequential dance curriculum, and class management tips to ensure confi dence and success in teaching.

Apply standards as you motivate 
students through engaging experiences
With its wealth of practical tools, Implementing the National 
Dance Education Standards will help you stay on the cutting 
edge as you develop a comprehensive, standards-based dance 
curriculum—one that develops the whole child, engages students 
in developmentally appropriate learning experiences, and makes 
dance fun and exciting for every student.

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5788-2
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Dancing Math and Science in the K-5 classroom
Dance Integration: 36 Dance Lesson Plans for Science and 
Mathematics contains activities that bring the content 
areas to life for K-5 students. The progressions help 
students kinesthetically explore, experiment, create, and 
perform their understanding of the content. Each lesson 
plan includes a warm-up, a developmental progression 
of activities, and formative and summative assessments 
and reflections. The lesson plans connect to the Common 
Core State Standards for Mathematics, the Next Generation 
Science Standards, and the Standards for Learning and 
Teaching Dance in the Arts. This art-based approach to 
dance integration enlivens classrooms; helps students 
improve their literacy in dance, mathematics, and science; 
and revitalizes teachers, who gain new learning modalities 
that inspire and excite children.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-4133-9
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-9792-3

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-7612-8Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5148-4 Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-5089-0

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-8367-6Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-0198-2
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-1088-5
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Video and MP3 content 
available

Video and MP3 content 
available

Also see...
Interactive Dance  

Series ..................page HE-4-5
Studying Dance ...........page HE-6
History of Dance ..........page HE-8
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Celebrate the history and culture of Mexico through dance
Mexican Folkloric Dance is a comprehensive teaching tool 
for dance and physical educators working in K-12 schools, 
colleges and universities, and community centers. Presented by 
internationally known master teacher Silvia Lozano, this resource 
helps students experience the culture of Mexico as they learn to 
perform these unique dances.

The DVD contains an introduction by Silvia Lozano, progressive 
warm-up movements, basic footwork techniques, choreographic 
ideas for creating your own dances, two sample lesson plans, and 
printable instruction on 10 dances from the regions of Michoacán, 
Hidalgo, Nuevo León, Veracruz, and Jalisco. Each dance is broken 
down into sections and also shown as a whole dance. The music 
CD offers authentic accompaniment for each of the 10 dances 
and drum rhythms for the warm-up and technique portions of 
each class. A glossary is provided at the end of the warm-up and 
techniques fi le as well as each regional fi le. ISBN 978-1-4504-4459-0

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-8023-1Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-2850-7
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-6968-5

NEW!
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All documents include content in both Spanish and English and provide a starting point for interdisciplinary 
learning in Spanish language studies, social studies, geography, anthropology, or ethnomusicology courses. 

Mexican Folkloric Dance DVD and music CD offer a contemporary method for learning this historic dance 
form. Let your students experience the beauty and tradition of Mexican folkloric dance and enjoy the unique 
history, music, costumes, and customs.

ANCILLARIES
Complete information 

available online at 
www.HumanKinetics.com/

CompleteGuideToPrimaryDance.

Video content and sample 
pages available

Print: ISBN 978-0-7360-4642-8 Print:

View excerpt video clips from the DVD on 
the Mexican Folkloric Dance product page.
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A complete dance education curriculum for high school 
students in Dance II, III & IV

Experiencing Dance: From Student to Dance Artist, Second 
Edition, presents a complete dance education curriculum for 
high school students who have more than an introductory 
experience in dance. The text, with more than 45 lessons, will 
help students create, perform, respond to, analyze, connect, and 
understand dance in various styles and settings.

All ancillary materials for this text are FREE 
to course adopters and available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/ExperiencingDance2E.

Experiencing Dance, Second Edition, is available in digital as 
well as print formats. Students and teachers can use e-books 
in a variety of platforms, in combination with the student and 
teacher web resources, to interact with the material. An iBooks 
interactive version is also available for students and teachers. Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-2190-4

E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-8513-5

The student web resource contains these features:

• Journaling prompts
• Extended learning activities
• Web search suggestions for further research
• Worksheets and assignments to either print out or 

complete online (via editable Word fi les)
• Interactive chapter review quizzes (these are 

completed online and students get immediate 
feedback)

• Video clips
• Vocabulary terms with and without 

defi nitions to aid in self-quizzing and review

The teacher web resource contains everything that is on 
the student web resource, plus the following:

• A printable full-color poster for the classroom
• PowerPoint presentations for each chapter
• Answer keys for worksheets and quizzes
• A full electronic version of the student textbook

Put the full-color, 24-by-36-inch Dance and 21st-Century 
Skills poster on the wall of your dance studio or classroom. 
The poster helps students understand how dance projects 
provide ways for students to integrate 21st-century skills 
into their dance work as well as opportunities to practice 
lifelong talents. The poster is a reproduction of pages 
that appear in the second edition of Experiencing Dance, 
authored by dance education leaders Helene Scheff, Marty 
Sprague, and Susan McGreevy-Nichols.

ISBN 978-1-4925-1176-2

Experiencing Dance is supported by its own website and provides an array of materials 
for teachers and students at www.ExperiencingDance.org.

Worksheets and assignments to either print out or 

NEW!
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Introduce the fundamentals of dance to students with little 
or no dance experience

Discovering Dance opens up a world of opportunities for high 
school students who have little or no dance experience. The 
text, available in print and electronic forms, helps students 
understand the fundamentals of creating, performing, 
analyzing, understanding, responding to, connecting with, and 
evaluating dance in its various genres. It meets national and 
state dance education standards and addresses 21st-century 
learning goals. As such, it offers a complete introductory dance 
curriculum with the fl exibility of being used for one or more 
years of instruction. 

All ancillary materials for this text are FREE 
to course adopters and available online at 

www.HumanKinetics.com/DiscoveringDance1E.

Discovering Dance is available not only as a print book but also 
as an e-book and an interactive iBooks version enhances its 
ability to introduce students to the elements of dance.

Print: ISBN 978-1-4504-6886-2
E-book: ISBN 978-1-4504-8505-0

The student web resource includes these features:

• Handouts and assignments that students can complete, save, and print to turn in 
• Extended learning experiences to enhance understanding of specifi c topics presented in the chapter 
• Explore More sections for selected chapters to introduce students to additional social, folk, cultural, 

and contemporary dance styles 
• Chapter glossary terms both with and without the defi nitions so students can test their knowledge
• Assessment tools for self-evaluation and peer evaluation of performance, composition, and other 

aspects of the dance learning process
• Interactive chapter review quizzes
• Video and audio clips for selected dance genres
• Web links and web search terms for resources to enhance the learning

The teacher web resource contains the features described for the student web resource, plus the following:

• Learning objectives and extended learning activities
• Chapter PowerPoint presentations
• Rubrics, performance rating scales, and other assessment tools to support learning experiences and 

other chapter topics
• Answer keys for handouts, assignment sheets, and quizzes
• Unit exams and answer sheets
• A printable full-color poster for the classroom, and more

The Dance and the Athlete Poster demonstrates the similarities 
that all movers have in physical training, intellectual development, 
and health. Put the full-color 36-by-24-inch Dance and the Athlete 
Poster on the wall of your dance studio or classroom to help students 
understand how they are truly performing athletes. Students will 
discover how each other’s ways will improve their training and employ 
injury-prevention strategies to gain better physical and mental 
prowess on the fi eld or on the stage.

ISBN 978-1-4925-0084-1

NEW!

Discovering Dance is supported by its own website and provides an array of materials 
for teachers and students at www.DiscoveringDance.org.



K-12 and Higher Education

HUMAN KINETICS
2016Dance Resources
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Flip over for HK’s 
top higher education 

dance resources!


